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Ana M. Olivares, Director
Analysis of the Use of Thin Asphalt Concrete (AC) Overlays – July 2019

• PCDOT will incorporate Thin AC Overlays as part of overall road repair program that includes applying the appropriate treatment for each road condition

• PCDOT will develop a Thin AC Overlay Specification
Research and Process for Developing Thin AC Overlay Specification

- Letter to PAG Agency Directors – August 1, 2019
  - Requested information on appropriate use, material specification, performance history
  - Followed up with Agency Directors on August 22
- Discussed Thin AC Overlays with Arizona Transportation Builders Association (ATB) – July 26
  - PCDOT requested specification examples of Thin AC Overlays used in other parts of State
- PCDOT has solicited input and examples of Thin AC Overlays from other contractor stakeholders – Letter to Stakeholders August 21, 2019
- PCDOT will review examples and input received
Draft Specification

- PCDOT will have draft specification by October 1, 2019. Draft will be shared for input with contractor stakeholders.

- Estimated Final Specification by December 31.
QUESTIONS?